
General directions/lifts/stairs/other toilets not listed above:
There are lifts (with stairwells nearby) at each end of the building near the entrances. It is worth noting that visitors will NOT be able to 
access the Basement via the lifts or internal stairs; an access ramp is outside the front entrance (as mentioned above). There will be 
plenty of signage around the building, inside the lifts and on the stairs to point visitors towards the toilets and lecture theatres/breakout 
rooms.
 
More toilets not shown on the map are located near the lift in the 60's wing and may be accessed by either stairs or the lift (this is the 
one nearest the main entrance) as follows: 
•  Lower First floor ('L1' lift button) male toilet
•  Mezzanine ('M' lift button) women's toilet
•  Third floor ('3R' lift button) women's toilet (further along the corridor are the womens + mens toilets as described above)
•  Fourth floor ('4R' lift button) men's toilet
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Tyndall lecture theatre
Located in the 20's wing and accessed by 
entering through the South entrance (facing 
the gardens), then via internal stairs or nearby 
lift. Please follow the signs for directions. 
Nearest toilets (including accessible) are 
situated on the Ground floor between the 
South entrance and the Mott LT.

3.34 Breakout room, Third floor, 60's wing
Nearest toilets are between this room and 3.21
3.21 Breakout room, Third floor, 20's wing
Toilets are next door
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Enderby room
Located in the basement, this lecture room is accessed by entering the 
building through the right-hand doors of the main entrance (Ground floor, 
facing Tyndall Avenue) and then via the staircase found further along the 
corridor. If ramp access is required, please ask at the foyer lodge (located by 
the main entrance to the building) for assistance. 

Frank lecture theatre
This lecture theatre is accessed by the right-hand doors as you enter the building 
via the main entrance facing Tyndall Avenue. For level access please enquire at 
the Foyer lodge. The nearest toilets are downstairs near the Enderby room.

Mott lecture theatre
Accessed either inside the building (using the public area of the third floor to 
traverse the building), or by travelling around the outside of the building to enter 
via the South entrance (located in the 20's wing, facing the garden). Nearest 
toilets (including accessible) are situated between the South entrance and the 
Mott LT.
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